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Abstract—Future CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems can provide high peak throughput by integrating thousands of simple, independent, energy-efficient cores in a single die. However, there are two key challenges to translating this high peak throughput into improved end-to-end workload performance: 1) manycore co-processors rely on simple hardware putting significant demands on the software programmer and 2) manycore co-processors use in-order cores that struggle to tolerate long memory latencies. To address the manycore programmability challenge, this article presents a dense and sparse tensor processing framework based on PyTorch that enables domain experts to easily accelerate off-the-shelf workloads on CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems. To address the manycore memory latency challenge, we use our extended PyTorch framework to explore the potential for decoupled access/execute (DAE) software and hardware mechanisms. More specifically, we propose two software-only techniques, na"ive-software DAE and systolic-software DAE, along with a lightweight hardware access accelerator to further improve area-normalized throughput. We evaluate our techniques using a combination of PyTorch operator microbenchmarking and real-world PyTorch workloads running on a detailed register-transfer-level model of a 128-core manycore architecture. Our evaluation on three real-world dense and sparse tensor workloads suggests these workloads can achieve approximately 2-6x performance improvement when scaled to a future 2000-core CPU-manycore heterogeneous system compared to an 18-core out-of-order CPU baseline, while potentially achieving higher area-normalized throughput and improved energy efficiency compared to general-purpose graphics processing units.

Index Terms—Accelerator architectures, open source software, parallel programming, software libraries.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANYCORE architectures integrate a large number of simple cores within a single die using a tiled physical design methodology, and these cores are usually interconnected through a packet-based on-chip network. Compared to general-purpose multicores, the manycore approach can improve energy efficiency and throughput per unit area on highly parallel workloads. Compared to application-specific accelerators, the manycore approach can be tailored to accelerate a wider range of applications. Early manycore research prototypes included 16–110 cores [1]–[6] and manycore processors in industry now include 64–128 cores [7]–[12]. Recent research prototypes have scaled core counts by an order-of-magnitude, including the 496-core Celerity [13], 1000-core KiloCore [14], 1024-core Epiphany-V [15], and 4096-core Manticore [16]. General-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) also seek to integrate a massive number of execution pipelines on a single die [17], [18], but GPGPUs take a fundamentally different microarchitectural approach from manycore architectures. GPGPUs group 16–32 execution pipelines and shared local memory into tens of SIMT/SIMD processors to amortize overheads with lock-step execution, while manycore architectures turn each execution pipeline into its own simple core with its own small local memory to enable completely independent execution. Like GPGPUs, manycore architectures are unlikely to completely replace traditional multicore CPUs as standalone computing platforms. Manycore architectures will likely remain as co-processors in CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems. We identify two key challenges to translating high peak throughput into improved end-to-end workload performance on such systems.

Manycore Programmability Challenge: The flexibility offered by manycore co-processors means programmers must navigate a broad software design and optimization space. This is compounded by the fact that manycore co-processors rely on simple hardware that requires programmers to manage...
many concerns explicitly in software. For example, some manycore co-processors leverage scratchpad memories to create a partitioned global address space (PGAS) instead of using hardware-based cache coherence, and this requires programmers to control data movement explicitly in software. In addition, programmers must carefully consider work distribution, load balancing, and on-chip network congestion. Compared to other architectures that have been studied extensively, the software stack of CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems remains less explored.

A promising approach to addressing the manycore programmability challenge is through high-level libraries that provide ready-to-use hand-optimized operators embedded within a high-level language. GPGPU now provide many such libraries, including CuPy [19], PyTorch [20], TensorFlow [21], and cuGraph [22]. In this work, we demonstrate the potential for a high-level library approach to address the manycore programmability challenge by extending the PyTorch framework for both dense and sparse tensor processing on a representative CPU-manycore heterogeneous system with a RISC-V manycore co-processor. Our extended PyTorch framework currently provides over 100 operators that leverage both a traditional optimized data-parallel approach (as in GPGPUs), and novel programming models and optimizations enabled by the unique features of manycore co-processors. For example, we propose a new cyclic bank sparse row (CBSR) sparse matrix format and padding technique that optimizes the data layout for manycore co-processors with global caches and memory controllers at the edge.

**Manycore Memory Latency Challenge:** Memory latency hiding is now at the center of modern microarchitecture design as the performance gap between compute and memory continues to increase. Multicore CPUs rely on complex out-of-order execution to hide memory latency, while GPGPUs rely on extreme temporal multithreading with fine-grain context switching to also hide memory latency. Both of these techniques require extensive hardware resources and are not applicable to the simple cores used in manycore architectures. **Stall-on-use**, which allows independent instructions to be issued while a long-latency memory instruction is still pending [23], [24], is a lightweight mechanism to enable memory latency hiding in simple in-order cores. However, our results show this technique alone cannot fully resolve the memory latency issue, and it still dominates the execution time of manycore co-processors for many critical PyTorch operators (e.g., matrix multiplication, 2-D convolution, sparse matrix-vector multiplication, and matrix-vector multiplication). Moreover, as manycore architectures generally adopt a mesh-like on-chip network topology, both network bisection bandwidth and the bandwidth to higher levels of the memory hierarchy become scarcer when scaled to future manycore architectures with thousands of cores, leading to increased network congestion and memory access latencies.

Decoupled access/execute (DAE) architectures have been proposed in the literature to aid memory latency hiding by splitting one program into two instruction streams: 1) an access stream and 2) an execute stream [25]. The access stream contains all instructions related to accessing memory, and the execute stream contains the remaining instructions for computation. If the access stream can run sufficiently far ahead, the execute stream will no longer stall due to load-use dependencies. In this work, we use our extended PyTorch framework to explore DAE in the context of the target manycore co-processor. In Section IV, we propose two software-only techniques, naïve-software DAE and systolic-software DAE: naïve-software DAE pairs an access core with an execute core interconnected through software queues allocated in each core’s scratchpad memory, while systolic-software DAE exploits data reuse to share one access core across multiple execute cores. In Section V, we propose combining lightweight access accelerators with our software techniques to further improve area normalized throughput. Our evaluation on several important PyTorch operators shows software/hardware co-design to enable DAE programming can achieve up to 1.32× throughput improvement compared to an aggressive data-parallel baseline.

In Section VI, we evaluate three real-world workloads using the extended PyTorch tensor processing framework including: a dense residual neural network (ResNet) for computer vision, a dense deep-learning autoencoder-based recommender system (RecSys) for movie recommendations, and a sparse local graph clustering system based on an iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm for personalized page ranking. We execute the PyTorch CPU software natively and co-simulate the PyTorch manycore software on a detailed register-transfer-level model of a 128-core manycore co-processor with 32-bit RISC-V cores and a high-bandwidth main-memory system. Our results suggest these workloads can achieve approximately 2–6× performance improvement when scaled to a future 2000-core CPU-manycore heterogeneous system compared to an 18-core out-of-order CPU baseline. At the same time, we argue that the manycore approach can enable higher area-normalized throughput and improved energy-efficiency compared to GPGPUs.

The primary contributions of this work are: 1) we extend PyTorch to enable optimized dense and sparse tensor processing on CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems with minimal modifications to existing workloads (Section III); 2) we propose two software-only techniques, naïve-software DAE and systolic-software DAE, to enable access/execute decoupling in the context of a manycore co-processor (Section IV); 3) we propose to combine lightweight hardware access accelerators with both software schemes to further improve area-normalized throughput on the target CPU-manycore heterogeneous system (Section V); and 4) we conduct an end-to-end evaluation on three real-world tensor workloads to demonstrate the promise of the proposed framework (Section VI). While we conduct our studies on a specific manycore architecture, our techniques can be broadly applied to any manycore architecture that allows direct core-to-core communication.

## II. Target CPU-Manycore Heterogeneous System

Although the manycore software and hardware design space is broad, there are several common features, including relatively simple cores, mesh-based on-chip networks, software-managed memory systems, and low-level software APIs. In
Fig. 1. Target CPU-Manycore Heterogeneous System Hardware: (a) target system includes a CPU with its own attached DRAM and a manycore co-processor also with its own attached DRAM; (b) manycore co-processor includes 16×8 simple cores (C) and 32 LLC (L) banks interconnected via mesh-based on-chip network; and (c) each core is a RISC-V RV32IMAF processor (RV32) with instruction cache and 4-KB scratchpad memory.

this section, we describe an early version of the HammerBlade (HB) architecture [26] that captures these common features.

A. Target System Hardware

The HB manycore architecture includes hundreds of independent cores with simple scalar pipelines, low-latency software-managed scratchpad memories, and support for integer, floating-point, and atomic memory instructions. Cores communicate over the memory-mapped 2-D mesh on-chip network (OCN), and adopt stall-on-use for exploiting pipeline parallelism and memory latency hiding. In addition to the scalar cores, there is a stand-alone host CPU that manages execution. Fig. 1 presents an architectural diagram of a small-scale HB CPU-manycore heterogeneous system.

The HB manycore memory hierarchy has four levels: 1) DRAM; 2) a banked, last-level cache (LLC); 3) intercore scratchpad(s); and 4) a core-local scratchpad. The core-local scratchpad, remote scratchpads, caches, and other network locations are mapped to nonintersecting regions of a core’s address space. Consequently, the HB manycore architecture exposes a PGAS-like memory model with software control over data placement.

B. Target System Software

The HB manycore architecture provides a kernel-centric programming abstraction, similar to CUDA. Kernel code is written from the perspective of a single thread executing on a core. Kernel execution and scheduling is managed through runtime software on the host processor. This provides an SPMD-like execution model. Unlike CUDA, the target system software supports remote store programming [27], which allows a core to perform remote stores into any other core’s scratchpad.

C. Manycore Challenges

We identify two key challenges to realizing the promised peak throughput of CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems.

Manycore Programmability Challenge: Similar to other manycore architectures, the target manycore architecture exposes low-level hardware details to the software stack. This requires programmers to manage many concerns explicitly. In addition, programmers must carefully consider work distribution, load balancing, network congestion, and even instruction cache pressure. Facing vast options and a broad software design space, programmers can struggle to quickly develop optimal implementations.

Manycore Memory Latency Challenge: Memory latency hiding is critical to modern microarchitectures as the performance gap between compute and memory continues to increase. This memory wall has a more significant impact on manycore architectures for two reasons: 1) with a strong emphasis on area efficiency, the cores in a manycore architecture cannot leverage traditional complex hardware mechanisms for memory latency hiding (e.g., out-of-order execution and fine-grain multithreading), and have to rely on lightweight approaches such as stall-on-use and 2) manycore architectures almost always adopt a mesh-like topology for their OCNs. As we scale to large-scale manycore architectures with thousands of cores, both mesh bisection bandwidth and mesh perimeter bandwidth to higher levels of the memory hierarchy scale slower (i.e., linearly) than the number of cores (i.e., quadratically). Scarce bandwidth can easily lead to severe congestion increasing overall memory access latencies.

III. Tensor Processing Framework for CPU-Manycore Heterogeneous Systems

PyTorch [20] is a widely adopted open-source tensor processing framework that provides an easy to use Python frontend for highly optimized tensor operators implemented in a low-level C++ ATen library [28]. In this section, we first present our tensor processing framework for CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems developed from PyTorch. We then evaluate and analyze a set of representative operators with microbenchmarks on the target system to identify performance bottlenecks.

A. PyTorch on CPU-Manycore Heterogeneous Systems

We extend PyTorch and build an open-source tensor processing framework for CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems
Fig. 2. Different Backends for Extended PyTorch Framework: (a) native execution on CPU without new backend; (b) emulation backend: host code executes natively on CPU and device code also executes natively on CPU for functional testing; (c) cosimulation backend: host code executes natively on CPU and device code executes on Verilog RTL simulator for cycle-accurate performance evaluation; and (d) prototype backend: host code executes natively on CPU and device code executes on a real FPGA/ASIC prototype.

```python
class Autoencoder(nn.Module):
    def __init__(self):
        self.encoder = nn.Sequential(
            nn.ReLU(),
            nn.BatchNorm2d(800),
            nn.Dropout(0.5)
        )
        self.bneck = nn.Linear(800, 400)
        self.decoder = nn.Sequential(
            nn.ReLU(),
            nn.BatchNorm2d(400),
            nn.Dropout(0.5)
        )

    def forward(self, x):
        x = self.encoder(x)
        x = self.bneck(x)
        x = self.decoder(x)
        x = self.output(x)

    model = Autoencoder().manycore()
    ...
    for x, y in dataloader_train:
        x = x.manycore()
        y = y.manycore()
        out = model(x)
        loss = F.MSELoss(out, y)
        loss.backward()
        opt.step()
```

Fig. 3. Extended PyTorch Framework for CPU-Manycore Heterogeneous Systems: Blue lines 26 and 29–30 in (a) are the only changes required to port an existing workload (e.g., training a deep neural network) written with PyTorch to run on the target CPU-manycore heterogeneous system. Red lines show the (simplified) dispatch chain for the PyTorch ReLu operator: Python frontend (a) dispatches to platform agnostic ATen operator (b), which dispatches to manycore backend CPU host function (c), which finally launches the manycore device function (d).

... to address the manycore programmability challenge. PyTorch’s Python-level operators are platform agnostic; a dynamic dispatcher in ATen chooses the appropriate implementation for execution at runtime. The actual ATen operators can be either platform agnostic or platform specific. Platform specific implementations are grouped into backends (e.g., a CPU backend or a GPGPU backend). Platform agnostic operators are part of the CPU backend as well. New platforms can be easily supported by plugging new backends into ATen’s dynamic dispatcher. We extend PyTorch with a new ATen backend to support both dense and sparse tensor processing on the target manycore co-processor. With our framework, tensor workloads can run exclusively on the CPU of the target heterogeneous system without any changes to the code. In this scenario, the CPU backend supports the framework’s Python APIs and data are stored in CPU host memory [see Fig. 2(a)]. One can also choose to accelerate tensor workloads on the manycore co-processor with minimal changes to the existing code [see Fig. 3(a)]. Only changing three lines is necessary: one for migrating the neural network model to the manycore co-processor and two for migrating the input data and expected labels. PyTorch operators that are platform specific
will be dispatched to the manycore backend, and data will be automatically migrated as needed [see Fig. 2(d)].

An example workload using the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 3. When the PyTorch operator \texttt{nn.ReLu()} is used in Python code, its ATen counterpart \texttt{relu()} is called. In this case, \texttt{relu()} is platform agnostic (i.e., runs on the CPU), and is implemented by reusing a platform-specific ATen operator [i.e., \texttt{threshold()}]. Since model in line 26 of Fig. 3(a) is on the manycore co-processor, the call to \texttt{threshold()} in line 4 of Fig. 3(b) is dispatched to the manycore implementation [Fig. 3(c)], and compute is then offloaded to the manycore co-processor [Fig. 3(d)].

We have ported over 100 tensor operators, including matrix multiplication, 2-D convolution, most elementwise operators (e.g., add and subtract), reductions (e.g., sum and mean), and sparse operators (e.g., sparse matrix–vector multiplication). All operators are hand tuned and aggressively optimized: scratch-pad memory is utilized to enable data reuse and increase arithmetic intensity; stall-on-use is leveraged to exploit pipeline parallelism and hide memory latency; and unrolling is used to balance instruction cache performance and loop overhead.

For sparse operators, prior work has shown that the layout of sparse tensors can significantly impact performance [29]–[31]. In our framework, we implement a novel CBSR tensor layout. CBSR is designed to reduce LLC bank conflicts and network congestion by ensuring cores only access LLC banks located in the same column. Fig. 4 shows an example using traditional compressed sparse row (CSR), CBSR, and CBSR+Padding formats for a 4 × 4 sparse matrix. In this simplified example, our architecture has one DRAM channel with four LLC banks. Each core only accesses one row of the sparse matrix. The data block size within each bank is two data elements and follows the cyclic memory partitioning scheme of [32]. In CSR, the indices of nonzero values of different rows may fall into the same bank, which leads to memory bank conflicts when different cores access either column indices or values (i.e., \( C_0 \) accesses \( v_2 \) and \( C_1 \) accesses \( v_3 \)). Using CBSR can eliminate the memory bank conflict between cores when accessing either indices or values, but memory conflicts still remain when one core is accessing the indices and the other core is accessing the values (i.e., \( C_0 \) is accessing \( v_0 \) and \( C_1 \) is accessing column indices of \( v_3 \)). CBSR+Padding makes indices and values aligned to the same LLC bank, and memory bank conflicts can be completely eliminated.

Our tensor processing framework and the emulation infrastructure are open source.\footnote{\url{https://github.com/cornell-brg/hb-pytorch}} We use state-of-the-art test-driven design based on \texttt{pytest},\footnote{\url{https://pytest.org}} Hypothesis \footnote{\url{https://github.com/HypothesisWorks/hypothesis}} and continuous integration.\footnote{\url{https://travis-ci.com/github/cornell-brg/hb-pytorch}} Operator development proceeds through three levels of emulation, simulation, and finally, hardware execution.

1) Emulation Backend: We first develop both the CPU and manycore functions of PyTorch operators using the emulation backend [Fig. 2(b)]. Emulation provides the same APIs as the actual manycore co-processor runtime. It enables functional verification, fast turnaround time, and standard debugging tools (e.g., gdb) on manycore device functions. When building with the emulation backend, offloading uses native function calls, data migration uses regular memory copy, and device functions will be executed natively on the host.

2) Cosimulation Backend: After functional verification, we move to cycle-accurate RTL simulation [Fig. 2(c)]. In this environment, we again verify correctness, and iterate to optimize performance with architectural counters. The cosimulation backend leverages an RTL simulator (e.g., Verilator)\footnote{\url{https://github.com/verilator/verilator}} to model a small-scale version of the HB system running at 1 GHz with 16 columns and 8 rows. To model DRAM timing, we use the open-source DRAMSim3 library \footnote{\url{https://github.com/verilator/verilator}}, a timing accurate simulator. Architectural performance counters are inserted using nonsynthesizable SystemVerilog \texttt{bind} statements for no-cost performance analysis of kernels. The RTL for this design has been validated in silicon. Host code executes natively on an Intel Xeon E7-8867v4 CPU.

3) Prototype Backend: Eventually, we plan to support moving to a real FPGA/ASIC prototype [Fig. 2(d)]. Preliminary work has demonstrated the feasibility of using an FPGA prototype to study larger workloads than possible in simulation.

B. Microbenchmarking

We conduct a scalability study on a set of representative PyTorch operators shown in Table I. These operators vary in arithmetic intensity and enable understanding the performance
TABLE I
OPERATOR MICROBENCHMARKING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATen Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>PyTorch Operator</th>
<th>AI</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>Matrix-Matrix Multiplication</td>
<td>torch.mm</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>$256 \times 256 \times 256$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>2D Convolution</td>
<td>torch.convolution</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$32 \times 32$ input w/ 16 channels, 16 $3 \times 3$ Filters, 32 Images Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddMV</td>
<td>Matrix-Vector Multiplication</td>
<td>torch.addmv</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$1024 \times 128$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpMV</td>
<td>Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication</td>
<td>torch.mm</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>PB-Johns55, 5157 x 5157 sparse matrix, density 1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>Reduction</td>
<td>torch.sum</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>One Tensor w/ 192,000 Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmbBack</td>
<td>Backpropagation of Embedding</td>
<td>torch.nn.Embedding</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$600 \times 100$ Embedding Table, 256 Records Batch, 50 Entries per Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Element-Wise Add</td>
<td>torch.add</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Two Tensors w/ 131,072 Elements Each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inputs used in the operator micro-benchmarking. See Figure 5. AI = arithmetic intensity.

Fig. 5. ATen Operator Micro-Benchmarking: Scalability of a representative set of ATen operators. See Table I for operator description and input sizes. Normalized to single core performance.

of our framework on the target CPU-manycore heterogeneous system. Fig. 5 shows that arithmetic-intensive operators, such as MatMul and Conv2D, scale well and achieve a sustained throughput of 78.5 GFLOP/s and 68.0 GFLOP/s, respectively. Memory-intensive dense operators, such as AddMV, Sum, and Add, show only moderate scalability, as they can easily saturate the manycore co-processor’s memory bandwidth. EmbBack is implemented with fine-grained locking, in which each embedding (Emb) entry is associated with a spin lock to resolve update conflicts and scales well up to 64 active cores. However, increased memory latency, instead of lock contention, is the primary reason EmbBack scales poorly to 128 active cores. SpMV scales better than other memory-intensive operators because of the CSBR tensor layout, which is specifically designed to avoid LLC bank conflicts on the target manycore co-processor.

We study four operators that are critical to many real-world tensor workloads in more detail: MatMul, Conv2D, AddMV, and SpMV. Fig. 6 shows that the cycles per instruction (CPI) increases with the number of active cores. For arithmetic-intensive operators, such as MatMul and Conv2D, the number of stall-on-network cycles (i.e., load/store requests to LLC cannot be sent due to network congestion) reduces the overall performance after reaching 64 active cores [see Fig. 6(a) and (b)]. Even with only one active core, MatMul and Conv2D cannot hide enough memory latency to avoid stall-on-use (i.e., true data dependency). Both MatMul and Conv2D can use tiling. Larger tiling blocks increase data reuse resulting in higher arithmetic intensity and thus, better performance. However, the necessity of moving large data blocks to the scratchpads with in-order scalar cores introduces phased behavior into these arithmetic-intensive operators. A data-loading phase moves a large block of data into the scratchpad, followed by an execute phase to consume the data block. To move data to the scratchpads, we use a pair of regular load and store instructions. A core first loads a word into one of its registers and then explicitly stores the data into its core-local scratchpad. We can hide memory latency by unrolling the loop so that the instruction stream has a long sequence of loads followed by a long sequence of stores. With stall-on-use, we are able to have many memory requests in-flight, which amortizes the memory latency. However, even after applying these optimizations, memory latency still contributes significantly to the overall execution time.

For memory-intensive operators, such as AddMV and SpMV, the number of stall cycles increases quickly beyond 16 active cores [see Fig. 6(c) and (d)]. This is likely due to a limited number of LLC banks. With more active cores than available LLC banks, even if memory accesses from cores can be evenly distributed, LLC contention remains. Fig. 6 shows that unlike AddMV, SpMV execution time is dominated by stall-on-use cycles instead of stall-on-network cycles. This indicates the CSBR tensor layout is able to significantly reduce network congestion.

IV. SOFTWARE-ENABLED DAE

Section III confirmed that memory latency is a major factor in the performance of both dense and sparse tensor operators on the target architecture. We expect memory latency to become an even more significant issue in future CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems with thousands of cores and 2-D mesh on-chip networks, as bisection bandwidth and bandwidth going off the mesh to higher levels of the memory hierarchy scale linearly while the number of cores scales quadratically. We can either tolerate the ever growing memory latency, or we can reduce the amount of data transferred. GPGPUs explored both directions through extreme temporal multithreading with fine-grain context switching (latency hiding) and memory coalescing (reducing data movement). As demonstrated for conventional processors in prior work [25], [35], [36], DAE can reduce or eliminate memory latency and
improve performance. In this section, we leverage software-based DAE to realize both latency hiding and data movement reduction in the context of a manycore architecture. We propose naïve-software DAE and systolic-software DAE, and we then evaluate their performance against optimized data-parallel baseline implementations.

A. Naïve-Software DAE

We first explore DAE using pairs of cores: one as the access core and one as the execute core. In a typical DAE architecture, access and execute are connected by hardware queues for communication. In the context of a PGAS manycore, we leverage remote store programming and create software queues in the execute core’s scratchpad for the same purpose. We refer to this software DAE scheme as naïve-software DAE.

In naïve-software DAE, the access core sends requests to higher levels of the memory hierarchy to load data into its registers. Unlike the data-movement scheme described in Section III, the access core stores the loaded value into its peer’s scratchpad (i.e., the software queue). When data become available, the execute core reads the data block, performs computation, yields the queue space, and writes back the results (if necessary). In many DAE architectures, writing back the results is also done by the access core. However, our early analysis suggested writing results from an execute core to an access core, and then to higher levels of memory hierarchy provided no benefit. Thus, in naïve-software DAE, execute cores write results directly back to DRAM. Since the block currently being processed stays in the software queue (i.e., the execute core pops the entry only after finishing computation), at least two entries in each software queue are necessary to enable access/execute decoupling. This puts increased demand on the scratchpad resulting in smaller tile sizes compared to a data-parallel baseline.

We implement six operators with naïve-software DAE: 1) MatMul; 2) Conv2D; 3) Conv2D-iB (i.e., Conv2D backward w.r.t. input images); 4) Conv2D-fB (i.e., Conv2D backward w.r.t. filters); 5) AddMV; and 6) SpMV. The baselines are hand-tuned data-parallel implementations. We add a second baseline for each operator, in which we only activate 50% of the cores in the manycore co-processor using the data parallel implementation. We refer to this second baseline as 50%-idle. We include this baseline to understand if the benefit of naïve-software DAE comes from fewer cores making memory requests. Since the target manycore is built with scalar cores, each core can inject at most one memory request every cycle. With only 50% cores active, the maximum possible new requests per cycle is halved. This may relieve network congestion and improve operator performance.

The results are summarized in Fig. 7 and Table II. Compared to the baseline, 50%-idle generally achieves much lower overall throughput, as expected with half of the cores active. However, we also observe an increase in per-core throughput, especially in the cases of AddMV and SpMV. This improvement matches our observation in Section III that increasing the number of active cores can reduce performance due to network congestion. We also observe that for these two operators, naïve-software DAE only provides marginal improvement, or hurts performance because low arithmetic intensity means there is not enough time for the access core to load a block before the execute core needs to consume this block. However, for arithmetic-intensive operators (i.e., MatMul, Conv2D, Conv2D-iB, and Conv2D-fB), naïve-software DAE significantly improves the percompute-core throughput. Compared to the baseline, naïve-software DAE is able to improve per-compute-core throughput by 1.5–1.9. Compared to 50%-idle, naïve-software DAE is able to improve per-compute-core
throughput by 1.3–1.5×, despite using smaller tiling block sizes than both the baseline and 50%-idle. While this improvement over 50%-idle partially comes from having 2× the resources and offloading load and address generation instructions to access cores, the main source of performance benefit comes from memory-latency hiding. In Conv2D, 13% of the dynamic instructions are related to load and address generation, and these instructions are offloaded to access cores. However, we observe 53% performance improvement over 50%-idle.

B. Systolic-Software DAE

While naive-software DAE implementations show significant per-compute-core improvement, the overall performance decreases because the per-compute-core improvement does not outweigh the reduced number of compute cores performing useful work. To translate the high per-compute-core throughput to an overall performance improvement, we must change the ratio of access to execute cores. However, having one access core serve two or more execute cores can also degrade performance when the execute cores finish faster than the access core can supply data. For example, in MatMul, an access core cannot finish loading data for two execute cores before its execute counterparts finish consuming their current blocks, and thus, the execute cores will need to stall. Alternatively, multiple access cores could fetch data for a single execute core. Unfortunately, an asymmetric ratio of access and execute cores results in access cores writing data to execute cores located multiple hops away, which can increase network congestion and further slow down data transfers. Instead of having an access core load independent data blocks for each execute core it serves, we can exploit the fact that the same data are needed by multiple execute cores by intelligently placing the compute and having execute cores pass data blocks in a systolic fashion (i.e., in-compute array reuse). We call this scheme **systolic-software DAE**. Since systolic-software DAE is only feasible for operators with significant data reuse, we focus on the arithmetic-intensive operators (i.e., MatMul, Conv2D, Conv2D-iB, and Conv2D-fB) in the following sections.

The systolic-software DAE implementation of MatMul uses a similar approach as output-stationary systolic hardware accelerators for MatMul, although the systolic-software DAE implementation operates at block granularity instead of scalar value granularity. In systolic-software DAE, blocks of input data are loaded by access cores on the West and North edges of the manycore array, and these blocks are passed along either horizontally or vertically [see Fig. 8(a)]. The systolic-software DAE implementation of Conv2D is implemented in a 1-D systolic manner with replication. An input block is passed along a chain of execute cores, in which each execute core applies a different filter to the block [see Fig. 8(b)]. MatMul and Conv2D implemented with systolic-software DAE on a 128-core device that has 64% or 88% more, respectively, execute cores compared to naive-software DAE.

We implement the four arithmetic-intensive operators (i.e., MatMul, Conv2D, Conv2D-iB, and Conv2D-fB) with systolic-software DAE. The results are summarized in Fig. 7 and the systolic-software DAE columns of Table II. Conv2D-iB and Conv2D-fB can be implemented in ways that are similar to Conv2D and MatMul, respectively. Across all four operators, systolic-software DAE has a per-compute-core throughput that is lower than naive-software DAE, but still up to 1.5× higher than the data-parallel baseline. This is because execute cores in systolic-software DAE need to pass data blocks to their neighboring execute cores in addition to performing the actual computation. Additional instructions for data movement lead to lower throughput. However, systolic-software DAE benefits from the additional execute cores, and achieves up to 1.25× increased system throughput. Note that systolic-software DAE also has fewer compute cores than the baseline. There are three cases (i.e., Conv2D with a batch size of 2 and Conv2D-fB with a batch size of 2 and 4) where systolic-software DAE performs worse than the baseline. This is because in systolic-software DAE, data blocks need to be passed from execute core to execute core. Thus, there is a much longer warmup phase for systolic-software DAE, and this results in worse performance when the batch size is small.

V. HARDWARE-ACCELERATED DAE

Naive-software DAE and systolic-software DAE leverage existing hardware mechanisms in the CPU-manycore heterogeneous system and demonstrate both per-compute-core and per-system throughput improvements. However, software-only approaches have two disadvantages. First, general-purpose cores are area inefficient for data access tasks. Most access tasks only require basic integer arithmetic and simple control flow for 1-D and 2-D array accesses, but cores in the manycore co-processor are equipped with instruction caches, data scratchpads, and floating point units. Second, dedicating general-purpose cores to data access tasks reduces the peak throughput of the manycore co-processor. While systolic-software DAE can help mitigate this issue by reducing the number of access cores, most operators still require the first column and/or the first row of cores in the manycore co-processor to load data.

We adopt a software/hardware co-design approach to address these challenges. We design and implement an access accelerator (AX), a configurable hardware unit that streams data from the LLC to the scratchpad of a target execute core.
Compared to general-purpose cores, an access accelerator is significantly more area efficient, yet still provides the benefits of DAE. This lightweight access accelerator also achieves the same peak computation throughput as the baseline manycore with very low area overhead. While having hardware engines that are dedicated for moving data (e.g., DMA engines) is not a new idea, the proposed access accelerator is unique in its ability to act as a first-class citizen in both the mesh-based on-chip network and the remote store programming model.

A. Access Accelerator Design

**Data Access Tasks:** Fig. 9 shows the data access pseudocode of the Conv2D kernel and illustrates how the access cores load data from the LLC and pad zeros to the input feature map block. While we explored several operators with software-only DAE schemes, their data access patterns are all similar. In general, data access tasks involve two nested for loops that load a matrix of size \( \text{dim}_x \) by \( \text{dim}_y \) into the scratchpad of the target execute core and an optional padding process that pads zeros around the matrix. This generic data access pattern can be efficiently implemented as an access accelerator that correctly performs common data access tasks given the metadata about the accesses (i.e., the source address, dimensions, strides, padding information, and the destination address).

```plaintext
float* src = imap.data();
  if (pad_first_row)
    src = src + strides[0];
  if (pad_last_row)
    src = src + strides[1];
  for (c in range(0, dim_y))
    for (r in range(0, dim_x))
      buf[offset + c] = *src;
      src += strides[2];
      offset += dim_x;
```

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>50%-Idle</th>
<th>NSD</th>
<th>SSD</th>
<th>NAD</th>
<th>SAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TP/C</td>
<td>TP/S</td>
<td>TP/C</td>
<td>TP/S</td>
<td>TP/C</td>
<td>TP/S</td>
<td>TP/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>768 x 48 x 768</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>768 x 96 x 768</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>768 x 192 x 768</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>768 x 384 x 768</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>768 x 768 x 768</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>Batch Size 2</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>Batch Size 4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>Batch Size 8</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>Batch Size 16</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>Batch Size 32</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>Batch Size 64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D-B</td>
<td>Batch Size 2</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D-B</td>
<td>Batch Size 4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D-B</td>
<td>Batch Size 8</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D-B</td>
<td>Batch Size 16</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D-B</td>
<td>Batch Size 32</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D-B</td>
<td>Batch Size 64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddMV</td>
<td>256 x 256</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddMV</td>
<td>512 x 512</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddMV</td>
<td>768 x 768</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddMV</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpMV</td>
<td>PB-Johns5</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpMV</td>
<td>Ferret</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpMV</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpMV</td>
<td>CiteSeer</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MatMul = matrix multiplication; Conv2D = 2D convolution; Conv2D-B = 2D convolution backward w.r.t. input image; Conv2D-B = 2D convolution backward w.r.t. filters; AddMV = general matrix-vector multiplication; SpMV = sparse matrix-vector multiplication; TP/C = throughput per compute core; TP/S = overall throughput per system; NSD = na"ive-software DAE; SSD = st"ylistic-software DAE; NAD = naive-accelerated DAE; SAD = stylistic-accelerated DAE. The target system has 128 cores. Conv2D, Conv2D-B, Conv2D-B are run with 16-channel 32 × 32 image, with 32 × 3 filters. PB-Johns5 has sparsity of 1.4 × 10⁻³. Ferret has sparsity of 0.4 × 10⁻³. Core has sparsity of 8.3 × 10⁻⁴. Per system throughput in naive-accelerated DAE and st"ylistic-accelerated DAE are area-normalized to baseline manycore. All numbers are in GFLOPS.

Fig. 9. Conv2D Forward Data Access: In the Conv2D forward kernel, the access cores run program in (a) and load input feature map blocks into the target data scratchpad as shown in (b). Note the access cores calculate src and pad zeros (in red) to the imap buffer.
Accelerator Design: Fig. 10(a) shows the architecture of the access accelerator and how it connects to a mesh network router and a mesh network engine. The router is a configurable address generator and a padding engine. These two modules generate a stream of memory requests. Since the mesh network in the target manycore system is only point-to-point ordered, the access accelerator also includes a reorder queue to reorder the memory responses from different LLC banks. The request arbiter arbitrates between memory read requests to the LLC and remote store requests to the target scratchpad because there is only one master interface exposed by the mesh network router. Finally, an address translator is required because the execute cores configure access accelerators using virtual addresses.

Accelerator Integration: Fig. 10(b) illustrates how access accelerators are integrated in the baseline manycore system. Each mesh network router is connected to a RISC-V core. To integrate the access accelerators, we extend the mesh network and instantiate access accelerators at the top row and first column of the target manycore. X = access accelerator (AX), L = LLC bank, and C = compute core (CC).

**B. Access Accelerator Evaluation**

Area: Fig. 11 compares the post-place-and-route area of an access accelerator in a CMOS 14/16 nm technology and a general-purpose core (GC) from prior work in a similar process [37]. We can see from the figure that the access accelerator is highly area efficient. The network router and endpoint consumes about 40% and the accelerator data path consumes about 30% of the access accelerator area. The transmit adapter (TX) includes a 32-element FIFO to buffer responses from the LLC, and consumes around 30% of the accelerator area. Overall, the access accelerator is 5× smaller than the general-purpose core, making it an area-efficient choice for data access tasks. The AX manycore [with an extra AX row and AX column as shown in Fig. 10(b)] only increases the overall area by 2.9% compared to the baseline manycore.

Naïve-Accelerated DAE: Similar to the naïve-software DAE evaluation (NSD, see Section IV-A), we evaluate the area efficiency of the access accelerators using a naïve-accelerated DAE (NAD) composition. In NAD, each execute core is paired with an access accelerator that replaces the access core. Fig. 12(a) and the NAD column of Table II show the per-compute-core throughput and the area-normalized per-system throughput of different operators under NAD. We can see that compared to NSD, NAD has similar per-compute-core throughput since both access cores and access accelerators are able to decouple data access from the computation on execute cores. However, NAD has significantly higher area-normalized per-system throughput (46% on average) than NSD. This difference is the largest on the matrix multiplication (MatMul) operator, where NAD achieves 52% higher area-normalized per-system throughput than NSD. This difference is significant and area-normalized per-system throughput of NAD confirms that our access accelerator is significantly more area efficient on data access tasks than general-purpose cores, and still provides the same throughput benefits of DAE. We did not implement and evaluate NAD versions of memory-intensive operators (i.e., AddMV and SpMV), NAD cannot address the fact that these operators are largely limited by memory bandwidth. Prior evaluation has shown that a data-parallel scheme is more effective (see Section IV-A).
Fig. 12. Naïve and Systolic Accelerated DAE: TP/CC = throughput per compute core; TP/Sys = overall throughput per system; MatMul showing $768 \times 768 \times 768$; Conv2D, Conv2D-iB, and Conv2D-fB showing 32 images batch; AddMV showing $768 \times 768$; and SpMV showing FB-Johns55. See Table II for detailed input specification. (a) Naïve accelerated DAE. (b) Systolic accelerated DAE.

Systolic-Accelerated DAE: As discussed earlier, systolic-software DAE dedicates multiple general-purpose cores to load data at the cost of manycore compute resources. Based on the systolic-software DAE (SSD, see Section IV-B), we create the systolic-accelerated DAE composition (SAD), which uses the access accelerator manycore described in Section V-A to run systolic-software DAE implementations. Fig. 12(b) and the SAD column of Table II show the per-compute-core throughput and area-normalized per-system throughput of different operators under SAD. We can see that compared to SSD, SAD has similar per-compute-core throughput since both designs are able to achieve decoupled access/execute. In terms of overall area-normalized per-system throughput, SAD has an average of 4.8% better throughput than SSD. On MatMul, SAD is able to achieve 13.9% better average throughput than SSD. On the target 16×8 manycore array, the SSD approach uses eight (Conv2D and Conv2D-iB) or 23 (MatMul and Conv2D-fB) general-purpose cores for data accesses. Therefore, the maximum overall per system throughput improvement of SAD on the same manycore is 6% or 18% (depending on the kernel). In addition, the execute cores in SAD need to perform remote memory stores to configure the access accelerators for every input feature map block, which occupies computation cycles. Despite having more moderate throughput improvements over the highly optimized SSD design, SAD still achieves the highest area-normalized throughput on the four evaluated kernels among all six designs (baseline, 50%-idle, SSD, SSD, NAD, and SAD). Compared to the baseline, the AX manycore introduces one extra cycle to the memory latency when accessing LLC banks in the north. However, this should have negligible performance impact on operators that cannot leverage SAD, as our prior results in Section III-B have shown that network congestion is the main source of stalls for operators implemented with a data-parallel scheme.

VI. FIRST-ORDER ANALYSIS OF SW/HW SCALABILITY

In this section, we conduct first-order end-to-end evaluation on three tensor workloads to evaluate our framework’s ability to enable optimized dense and sparse tensor processing on CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems with minimal modifications to existing workloads. We first introduce the workloads and then describe our evaluation methodology. We finish by estimating the performance of the these workloads when scaled to a future 2000-core CPU-manycore heterogeneous system against an aggressive multicore CPU.

A. Emerging Tensor Workloads

1) Residual Neural Network: ResNets are one form of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for image classification, which won the 2015 ImageNet large-scale visual recognition challenge by allowing the network’s accuracy to scale with its depth [38]. ResNet introduces residual blocks, which are shortcut connections between nonneighboring layers, to overcome a number of training difficulties (e.g., vanishing gradient problem) faced by conventional CNN models. In this work, we build and train a 9-layer ResNet model (i.e., ResNet-9) on the CIFAR-10 dataset.

2) Recommender System: The input to a RecSys is a list of items a user has previously “liked,” and the output is a list of items with scores predicting how much the user might like an unseen item. An autoencoder is a specific kind of unsupervised artificial neural network that learns to copy its input to its output through an intermediate “bottleneck” layer for dimensionality reduction. In this work, we build and train this RecSys on the MovieLens 10M dataset.

3) Local Graph Clustering (LGC-ISTA): Local graph clustering is an approximate variant of the personalized PageRank algorithm. Its goal is to find a cluster of nodes that are neighbors of a given seed node. We implement iterative shrinkage thresholding, which minimizes the loss function of a graph signal vector such that all nodes in the neighborhood of the seed node are associated with high scores, while other nodes receive low scores. The algorithm uses the input adjacency matrix and degree matrix to generate a sparse matrix. It then iteratively updates the gradient, vector, and loss function using SpMV, elementwise multiply, add, and subtraction operations. We run 50 iterations for each seed node on the FB-Johns55 dataset.
B. Methodology

A common practice to evaluate full-size workloads on simulators is to extract each occurrence of the kernels, and evaluate them individually with either random data or reconstructed data outside of PyTorch. However, this approach leads to inaccuracies since random or reconstructed data may not represent the actual data layout during execution. To address this challenge, we have developed a redispatching approach that automates the evaluation process and preserves runtime data layout. We first determine which operators in a workload we would like to evaluate, flag them, and then start running the workload on the CPU. When a call site is reached, the execution is forked into a CPU instance (running natively) and a manycore instance (running on an RTL simulator). After both runs return, manycore results are validated against CPU results. With redispatching, workload evaluation can be easily parallelized by launching many copies of the workload; one copy for each kernel of interest.

Since it is not feasible to simulate a 2000-core manycore architecture at reasonable simulation speed, we simulate a smaller 128-core heterogeneous system running 1/16 of the work using the co-simulation infrastructure described in Section III. We then scale the performance of the manycore co-processor to a full 2000-core system via weak scaling. We compare the scaled performance against the performance of running the full workload on the host multicore CPU, which is an aggressive 18-core out-of-order superscalar running at 2.4 GHz (Intel Xeon E7-8867v4).

C. Results

By leveraging 2-D convolution operators with SAD implementations in ResNet, we estimate ResNet can achieve 2× better performance on the target manycore system than on the aggressive multicore CPU (see Table III). 2-D convolution operators run much faster on the manycore system by exploiting massive parallelism, but batch normalization and its backward pass (i.e., BatchNorm and BatchNormBack) perform worse on the manycore system compared to the CPU. This is because frequent synchronization is needed in batch normalization operators, and synchronizing the manycore system currently involves higher overhead than synchronizing a multicore CPU. Compared to having 2-D convolution operators implemented with a traditional data-parallel approach, we are able to train ResNet-9 13% faster with systolic-accelerated DAE. Specifically, we observed that Conv2D-fB with systolic-accelerated DAE achieves 2.1× better performance than its data-parallel counterpart, which is higher than we have observed in microbenchmarks (see Table IV). Further inspection reveals that unlike the microbenchmarks we used in prior sections, inputs to convolution layers in ResNet do not fit in the LLC. Unstructured memory accesses in the data-parallel implementation lead to significantly more LLC misses.

We estimate RecSys can achieve 5.9× better performance on the target manycore system than on the multicore CPU. Compute intensive operators, such as AddMM and AddMMBack, generally have better performance on the target system because the manycore can better exploit the parallelism in these operators. We also observe that the largest performance improvement comes from Emb, EmbBack, and Sum. This improvement can be traced to two causes: 1) these operators are memory intensive, and compared to a multicore CPU, the manycore co-processor has a much higher total memory bandwidth (1 TB/s) and 2) we apply optimization techniques that are not available by default in the CPU Aten.
backend, such as kernel fusion and intermediate value removal. On the manycore co-processor, we are able to fuse Emb and Sum together to eliminate intermediate value reads and writes. We also explored leveraging systolic-accelerated DAE MatMul in RecSys. However, the dimensions of MatMul instances in RecSys generally lead to severe internal fragmentation [39], and thus, worse than baseline performance due to wasted computation. TPUv1 faced a similar issue. Unlike specialized hardware accelerators, we have the flexibility of falling back to a data-parallel implementation with a manycore architecture. We believe other workloads that have more systolic DAE friendly MatMul dimensions will see significant benefits.

We estimate LGC-ISTA can achieve $5.7 \times$ better performance on the target manycore system compared to the multicore CPU (Table V). We observe that unlike RecSys, clustering spends more time on the CPU host than on the co-processor. This is because the input graph has high sparsity, and thus, manycore device functions for those operations will not run for long enough time to cover the offloading overhead.

In summary, we estimate all three workloads will be able to achieve much higher (i.e., up to $5.9 \times$) performance on the target CPU-manycore heterogeneous system compared to an aggressive multicore CPU baseline. Note that the weak scaling approach we adopt is optimistic and meant for demonstrating the potential of a future full manycore system, rather than as a rigorous comparison. While computing 1/16 of the output on a 128-core system demonstrates that we have enough software parallelism to fully utilize the 2000-core system, various architectural challenges (e.g., LLC coherence, DRAM channel scaling, and cross channel data movement) must be solved with minimal performance penalty to realize the estimated performance. This work provides a software stack that lays the groundwork for researchers to explore solutions to these challenges in future work. To help estimate how a future 2000-core system might compare to a GPGPU, we can consider a previously proposed manycore architecture with 496 RISC-V cores [37], [40]. This prior work has shown the ability to achieve 93.04 Giga RISC-V instructions/s per watt and 45.57 GRVIS/mm$^2$. Given these prior results, the target CPU-manycore heterogeneous system can potentially achieve significantly higher area-normalized throughput and energy efficiency compared to GPGPUs. Again, this work provides a software stack that can enable more detailed comparative analysis of manycore architectures versus GPGPUs and other programmable accelerators.

VII. RELATED WORK

A wide variety of coarse-grain parallel architectures has been developed over the past decade to exploit pipeline parallelism. Architectures, such as Eyeriss [41] and DianNao [42], are domain-specific accelerators for CNNs. Later versions support operations on sparse tensors. These proposals demonstrate similar parallel dataflow patterns. The TPU [43] and VTA [44] architectures integrate systolic matrix-multiply and vector processing units to accelerate more general machine learning computations. More general purpose architectures also exist: RAW [45] uses an interprocessor scalar operand network to forward results between processors. Plasticine [46] contains a mesh of general-purpose compute units for processing workloads from machine learning, data, and graph analytics. These architectures exploit pipeline parallelism by composing coarse grain functional units, similar to our work.

Many architectural solutions have been proposed to decouple memory and compute operations [25]. Decoupled supply compute (DeSC) [35] is an automatic extension of DAE for general-purpose CMPs that uses a “supplier device” and a “compute device,” similar to our naive-software DAE approach. The load slice core [24] is a form of restricted out-of-order machine. With an additional pipeline, load and address generation slices can be issued out-of-order and speculatively with respect to compute slices, while remaining in-order within a slice. Slice formation is handled by hardware. Tran et al. [47] proposed an SW/HW co-design method. Instructions are grouped into access and execute phases at compile time. Access phases can run and commit out-of-order with respect to execute phases at runtime. Both techniques rely on hardware that is more complex than the target manycore architecture provides (e.g., superscalar cores). Manticore [16] introduces custom ISA extensions to leverage DAE and improve FPU utilization. Techniques proposed in this work aim to enable DAE in the context of a manycore with thousands of simple stall-on-use in-order scalar cores, and with existing programming model and core microarchitecture. The cell processor [36] includes per-core DMA engines to overlap computation with data transfer. The Epiphany processor [15] also includes a DMA engine. This prior work explores pairs of memory and compute engines, while our approach extends this idea with AX’s along the periphery of the target architecture. Our approach is more similar to CoRAM [48], where a control thread can manage multiple scratchpads on an FPGA device. Recent work has shown the potential of using a chiplet-based approach to scale the target manycore architecture to thousands of cores [6], [16].

Several high-level languages have been created to express complex pipeline parallelism in programming. StreamIt [49] exposed pipeline parallelism for the RAW architecture. More recent work has enabled pipeline parallelism for general-purpose machines. Interstellar [50] is an extension to Halide’s scheduling with pipeline parallelism expressions. Spatial [51] is a general-purpose DSL for expressing pipelines and can target Plasticine [46]. These languages are higher level than our own development language and can be used in the future to ease programmer expression of pipeline parallelism on manycore architectures.

One approach to exploiting software pipelines is through parallel frameworks such as PyTorch [20]. These frameworks use prebuilt libraries with hand-optimized primitives that exploit software pipelines, and abstract designers from the complexity of expression. For example, TVM [44] supports CPUs, GPUs, and also the VTA [52] architecture. TensorFlow [21] has backends for CPUs, GPUs, as well as the Google TPU [43]. Our work adds another backend to these state-of-the-art software stacks.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Programmability and memory latency are the key challenges in CPU-manycore heterogeneous systems. In this article, we addressed the programmability challenge with a tensor processing framework in a high-level library that abstracts hand-optimized operators for dense and sparse workloads. Through end-to-end evaluation of dense and sparse tensor workloads, we showed that the proposed framework can potentially achieve up to 5.9× better performance on a 2000-core CPU-manycore heterogeneous system compared to an aggressive multicore CPU. We addressed the manycore memory latency challenge by exploring both software and hardware-accelerated DAE schemes on the manycore co-processor. Operators implemented with our techniques achieve up to 1.32× throughput improvement, compared to an aggressive data-parallel baseline.
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